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Heckler & Koch Inc. 

Heckler & Koch handguns are produced with the knowl-

edge and expertise gained from over 50 years of experience 

designing quality firearms for demanding military and law 

enforcement applications around the world. Each gun 

produced draws from a rich heritage of leading edge 

design technology, coupled with the latest advance-

ments in metallurgy and polymer applications. Built 

by the same dedicated craftsmen who assemble 

Hecker & Koch military arms, these pistols have 

earned a well-deserved reputation of being the finest 

handguns in the world.

Since the company’s inception, HK has always been 

the pioneer in bringing new technology to the fore-

front and challenging the standards once thought of 

as unattainable. Our use of polymers appeared 

fifteen years ahead of other market offer-

ings and the introduction of the exclusive 

polygonal profile barrel, standard in 

all models, has yet to be equaled 

by other manufacturers. This unique 

feature helps insure that HK barrels 

usually attain a life expectancy of 

thousands of rounds beyond lands-

and-grooves barrel construction so 

often used in conventional pistols. But 

most importantly, it guarantees that HK 

products provide a level of accuracy that simply cannot be 

duplicated by competitive offerings, at any price. We build 

“accuracy” into our guns by virtue of superior design and 

unmatched manufacturing technology. That’s why legions 

of dedicated users, from military and law enforcement pro-

fessionals, to target shooters, can attest to the accuracy and 

reliability of HK handguns. 

Lands-&-grooves bore

HK’s Polygonal bore
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HK Inc. and HKJS GmbH are wholly 
owned subsidiaries of Suhler Jagd-und 
Sportwaffen Holding GmbH and the sole 
licensees of Heckler & Koch commercial 
fi rearms technology.

HK Knives and Gun Safes

Heckler & Koch Inc. is proud 

to introduce a full comple-

ment of knives and gun safes 

into the quality HK product 

line this year.  Designed and 

manufactured in the same 

uncompromising tradition as Heckler & Koch firearms, these 

new products promise the extreme durability, 

functionality and overall performance expected 

from the HK brand.  All knives and safes carry 

lifetime warranties commensurate with those 

offered on HK firearms.  See back cover 

for details. Information on HK knives can 

be seen on pages 18-21 of this brochure. 

The Heckler 

& Koch gun safes can be 

seen on pages 22-23.

ings and the introduction of the exclusive 
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   Magazine    Weight Sight Barrel Overall
 Model Caliber Capacity Sights Width Height (w/o magazine) Radius Length Length MSRP

 P2000 .40 S&W 12 3-dot 1.34ʺ 5.04ʺ 1.50 lb. 5.59ʺ 3.62ʺ 7.00ʺ $887

 P2000 .357 SIG 12 3-dot 1.34ʺ 5.04ʺ 1.50 lb. 5.59ʺ 3.62ʺ 7.00ʺ $887

 P2000 9mm 13 3-dot 1.34ʺ 5.04ʺ 1.40 lb. 5.59ʺ 3.62ʺ 7.00ʺ $887

 P2000 SK .40 S&W 9 3-dot 1.28ʺ 4.61ʺ 1.40 lb. 5.20ʺ 2.48ʺ 6.42ʺ $929

 P2000 SK .357 SIG 12 3-dot 1.28ʺ 4.61ʺ 1.40 lb. 5.20ʺ 2.48ʺ 6.42ʺ $929

 P2000 SK 9mm 10 3-dot 1.28ʺ 4.61ʺ 1.30 lb. 5.20ʺ 2.48ʺ 7.00ʺ $929

 Available in SA/DA with rear mounted decocking button. (Applies to P2000 models only.)

Designed as the ultimate concealed carry guns, the P2000 Compact 

and P2000 SK Sub-Compact offer shooters the increased practicality 

that comes from a decreased size and weight—yet with the potent fire-

power offered by the 9mm, .357 SIG and .40 S&W 

cartridges. Built on a rugged, corrosion-proof, fiber-

reinforced frame, the P2000 series feature HK’s patented 

pre-cock hammer system (LEM trigger system), combining the 

advantages of a constant level of trigger pull with a shorter trigger 

travel for each round fired.  This unique system offers the crisp 

trigger pull of a single action, with the rock solid reliability of a 

double-action pistol.  Other features shared between the P2000 

Compact and P2000 SK Sub-Compact models 

include an innovative trigger guard design that 

perfectly guides your finger to the trigger, or fur-

ther back to engage the ambidextrous magazine 

release. Standard equipment exclusive to P2000 

pistols include HK’s new modular grip. Fitted with 

interchangeable back straps (3 for the P2000, 2 for the 

P2000 SK Sub-Compact), the pistols are able to effectively 

and comfortably fit almost any size 

hand.  The P2000 pistols also feature a 

standardized mounting rail that accepts a 

full complement of accessories.

P2000 Compact and P2000 SK Sub-Compact 

pistols: lightweight, rugged, accurate and 

reliable—everything you expect from HK.

Standard 
Interchangeable Back 

Straps Assure Perfect Fit

HK P2000 Trigger

Ambidextrous 
Magazine 

and Slide Release

Mounting Rails for 
Light/Laser Accessories

P2000 SK 
.40 S&W

P2000 & P2000 SK Sub-Compact

interchangeable back straps (3 for the P2000, 2 for the 

P2000 SK Sub-Compact), the pistols are able to effectively 

and comfortably fit almost any size 

hand.  The P2000 pistols also feature a 

standardized mounting rail that accepts a 

full complement of accessories.

P2000 Compact and P2000 SK Sub-Compact 

pistols: lightweight, rugged, accurate and 

that comes from a decreased size and weight—yet with the potent fire-

power offered by the 9mm, .357 SIG and .40 S&W 

cartridges. Built on a rugged, corrosion-proof, fiber-

reinforced frame, the P2000 series feature 

Straps Assure Perfect Fit

P2000 & P2000 SK Features:

■  Ambidextrous slide release lever.

■  Ambidextrous magazine release.

■  Oversized recurved trigger guard for use with gloves.

■  Polygonal barrel bore profile for exceptional 
accuracy and longer barrel life.

■  Corrosion proof fiber-reinforced polymer frame.

■  Patented Lock-OutTM safety device. 

■  Industry standard mounting grooves 
for accessories. 

■  Modular grip with interchangeable back straps 
for custom fit.

■  Corrosion resistant “Hostile Environment” 
Nitro Carburized finish.

■  Extractor doubles as a loaded chamber indicator.

P2000  
9mm

High capacity magazines are not available in all states.
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   Magazine    Weight  Sight   Barrel Overall  
Model Caliber Capacity Sights Width Height (w/o magazine) Radius   Length   Length    MSRP

 USP45 .45 ACP 12 3-dot 1.26" 5.55" 1.74 lb. 6.34" 4.41" 7.87" $839 

 USP40 .40 S&W 13 3-dot 1.26" 5.35" 1.66 lb. 6.22" 4.25" 7.64" $769 

 USP9 9mm 15 3-dot 1.26" 5.35" 1.65 lb. 6.22" 4.25" 7.64" $769 

 USP9 SD 9mm  15 Adjustable 1.26" 5.35" 1.70 lb. 6.22" 4.56" 7.94" $939

USP™45 
.45 ACP

The HK USP (Universal Self-loading Pistol) 

was designed especially for the American market 

to cover a wide variety of shooting disciplines. 

Its construction and design caters specifically 

to shooters who appreciate a classic style, full 
frame pistol. Carried by numerous law enforce-

ment agencies throughout the world, the USP 

Model is an outstanding addition for shooters 

working to improve their range 

skills or as a first line of defense in 
personal protection. The USP Model size 

is comfortable enough to carry all day and 

is available in four potent calibers, .45 ACP, .40 S&W and 
9mm. Its heritage draws on the legendary design of the 1911 

Government Model pistol, while functioning on a modified 

Browning-type action. The USP incorporates a patented recoil reduction system, 

engineered to withstand years of high-volume usage under all types of environmental 

and operational situations. Specific features of the USP include a fiber-reinforced 

polymer frame strengthened by stainless steel inserts in areas where stress and 

friction could affect reliability and function. Adding to its versatility is the USP’s unique 

ability to convert the control lever 

function from the left side to the right, 

accommodating left-handed shooters. 

Additionally, fire control modes can be 

converted from standard double-

action/ single-action (DA/SA) 

to double- action (DA-only). 

There are nine different 

variants of the USP models 

to meet every requirement.

Shooters looking for a target version of 

the USP model should consider the USP9 SD.  
We’ve added our threaded polygonal barrel 
and target sights to make this 9mm an 

exceptional target pistol.

USP™ Features:

■  Corrosion proof fiber-reinforced frame.

■  Polygonal bore profile for exceptional 
accuracy and longer barrel life.

■  Converts to any of nine firing modes.

■  Incorporated HK’s patented 
recoil system.

■  Corrosion resistant “Hostile 
Environment” Nitro Carburized finish.

Lock-Out Safety Device

USP Pistols

first line of defense in 
. The USP Model size 

is comfortable enough to carry all day and 

.45 ACP, .40 S&W and 

converted from standard double-

Shooters looking for a target version of 

the USP model should consider the USP9 SD.  
threaded polygonal barrel 

 to make this 9mm an 

USP9 SD 
9mm

■  Oversized trigger guard.

■  One-piece machined slide.

■  Proprietary mounting grooves 
for accessories.

■  Ambidextrous magazine release.

■  Extended slide release lever.

■  Patented Lock-Out™ safety device.

USP40
.40 S&W

USP9
9mm

The Heckler & Koch LEM (Law Enforcement Modifi cation) trigger system variant is now available 

in all models of USP.  It combines the safety and reliability of a traditional double action with the 

smoothness and accuracy of a single action pistol. The innovative two-piece hammer provides 

a positive 7.5 to 8.5* pound break point. The short trigger reset ensures that follow up shots are 

rapid and on target.

*4.5–5.5 pound pull weight also available.
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High capacity magazines are not available in all states.
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   Magazine    Weight  Sight   Barrel Overall  
Model Caliber Capacity Sights Width Height (w/o magazine) Radius   Length   Length    MSRP

 USP45 Compact .45 ACP 8 3-dot 1.14" 5.06" 1.60 lb. 5.63" 3.80" 7.09" $874

 USP40 Compact  .40 S&W 12 3-dot 1.14" 5.00" 1.53 lb. 5.35" 3.58" 6.81" $799

 USP40 Compact LEM .40 S&W 12 3-dot 1.14" 5.00" 1.53 lb. 5.35" 3.58" 6.81" $799 

 USP357 Compact .357 SIG 12 3-dot 1.14" 5.00" 1.53 lb. 5.35" 3.58" 6.81" $799

 USP9 Compact 9mm 13 3-dot 1.14" 5.00" 1.47 lb. 5.35" 3.58" 6.81" $799

USP Compacts are direct descendants of full frame USP models– only 

smaller in size and weight. Each embodies the same time-proven features that have 

made the USP models the top choice of law enforce-

ment agencies and military organizations throughout 

the world. Compact in size, these handguns provide 

the ultimate in concealed carry or off-duty fire  

power. The USP Compact allows for a full grip 

that helps ensure more control, better accu-
racy and faster acquisition on follow-up 

shots. Caliber selections allow you to choose 

from 9mm, .40 S&W and .45 ACP, or the powerful 

.357 SIG. The USP compact and compact LEM are 

specifically engineered to handle these potent car-

tridges, thanks to the modified Browning-type action 

and HK’s patented design. The system incorporates 

a captive recoil assembly along with a polymer absorber bushing guaranteeing softer 

recoil and extending service life beyond 20,000 rounds. Concealment plus caliber 

selection in a reliable, accurate handgun, gives you the ability to face any situation 
without compromise. That’s the advantage of owning the HK USP Compact Pistol.

When the U.S. government wanted a compact model, HK was the company of 

choice and the model selected was the USP Compact LEM. The USP Compact Law 

Enforcement Modification, shortened to “LEM”, 

is produced as a DAO (Double Action Only). It 
uses a modified trigger pull, lowering the pull-

weight to approximately 7.5 – 8.5* pounds. As a 

result, double-action trigger consistency is great-

ly enhanced, particularly in multiple shot situations. 

The Heckler & Koch LEM trigger system variant 

is now available in all models of USP.

*4.5-5.5 pound pull weight also available.

Integral Accessory Mounting Rail

USP Compact & Compact LEM

USP COMPACT LEM
.40 S&W

USP COMPACT™

.45 ACP

USP Compact
 

& USP Compact LEM
 

Features:

■  Corrosion proof fiber-reinforced polymer frame.

■  Polygonal bore profile for exceptional accuracy and longer 
barrel life.

■  Corrosion resistant “Hostile Environment” Nitro Carburized 
finish.

■  Converts to any of nine firing modes.

■  Bobbed hammer.

■  Ambidextrous magazine release.

■  Extractor doubles as a loaded 
chamber indicator.

■  Contoured, extended slide 
release lever.

■  Patented Lock-Out™ safety 
device.

■  Proprietary mounting grooves 
for accessory installation.

ment agencies and military organizations throughout 

the world. Compact in size, these handguns provide 

the 

that helps ensure 

racy and faster acquisition
shots. Caliber selections allow you to choose 

from 9mm, .40 S&W and .45 ACP, or the powerful 

.357 SIG. The USP compact and compact LEM are 

specifically engineered to handle these potent car-

tridges, thanks to the modified Browning-type action 

and HK’s patented design

USP COMPACT
.45 ACP
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High capacity magazines are not available in all states.
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Perhaps no other form of shooting demands more of a pistol than competitive tar-

get shooting. Whenever you step to the line, your skill and your equipment are 
tested to the maximum. Your equipment must work flawlessly over thousands of 

rounds. It was for this kind of environment that the USP Expert and USP Elite target 

pistols were designed. Countless hours of 

shooting by Research and Development 

personnel, factory technicians and most 

importantly, internationally renowned 

shooters, have all contributed to making 

the USP target models the best there are. Specifically 

tailored for match shooting requirements, the USP Expert 

and Elite are exceptional target pistols. So what 

distinguishes HK target pistols from the competition? 

It’s the superb balance and feel of the reinforced 
polymer frame; the durability, built-in from a long and dis-

tinguished history of producing utterly reliable firearms for law enforcement 

and the military. It’s the patented O-ring, which centers the barrel until the 

slide is completely unlocked and the match-grade trigger that breaks crisply and 

cleanly every time. All of these special 

features, plus a whole lot more give 

HK handguns the mark and reputa-
tion of a champion. Competitive 

shooters choose the HK brand when 

they want the best! 

If you prefer a longer slide (9.45”), choose 

one of the Elite Models and benefit from the extend-

ed sight radius. The Expert and Elite are offered in 

.45 ACP and 9mm, while the Expert is also offered 

in .40 S&W.  
   Magazine    Weight  Sight   Barrel Overall 
 Model Caliber Capacity Sights Width Height (w/o magazine) Radius   Length   Length    MSRP

 USP45 Expert .45 ACP 12 Adjustable 1.26ʺ  5.94ʺ 2.30 lb. 7.50ʺ 5.20ʺ 8.74ʺ $1356

 USP45 Elite .45 ACP 12 Adjustable 1.26ʺ  5.94ʺ  1.90 lb.  8.35ʺ 6.02ʺ 9.45ʺ  $1356

 USP40 Expert .40 S&W 13 Adjustable 1.26ʺ  5.94ʺ 2.30 lb. 7.50ʺ 5.20ʺ 8.74ʺ $1356

 USP9 Expert 9mm 15 Adjustable 1.26ʺ  5.94ʺ 2.30 lb.  7.50ʺ  5.20ʺ  8.74ʺ $1356

 USP9 Elite 9mm 15 Adjustable 1.26ʺ  5.94ʺ 2.03 lb.  8.35ʺ  6.02ʺ  9.45ʺ $1356

USP EXPERT™ 
.45 ACP

USP EXPERT™

.40 S&W

USP ELITE™

.45 ACP

USP Expert & USP Elite

USP Expert & USP Elite Features:

■  O-ring barrel with polygonal bore profile.

■  Match-grade trigger with adjustable trigger stop. 

■  Target sights with micrometer adjustments for windage and elevation. 

■  Ambidextrous control levers. 

■  Corrosion resistant “Hostile Environment” Nitro Carburized finish.

■  Corrosion proof fiber-reinforced polymer frame.

■  Oversized trigger guard.

■  Proprietary mounting grooves for installing accessories.

■  Ambidextrous magazine release.

■  Extended slide release lever.

■  Patented Lock-Out™ safety device.

USP ELITE™ 
9mm

The Heckler & Koch LEM (Law Enforcement Modifi cation) trigger system variant is now 

available in all models of USP.  It combines the safety and reliability of a traditional double 

action with the smoothness and accuracy of a single action pistol. The innovative two-piece 

hammer provides a positive 7.5 to 8.5* pound break point. The short trigger reset ensures 

that follow up shots are rapid and on target.

*4.5–5.5 pound pull weight also available.

LIMITED AVAILABILITY

High capacity magazines are not available in all states.
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The USP Tactical was developed specifically to be an affordable 

handgun for shooters requiring precision accuracy in a tactical 
type pistol. Heckler & Koch engineers initiated the design using the 

time-proven action of the USP .45 and then incorporated many of 

the advanced features found on the Mark 23 match-grade pistol. 

The design specified an extended threaded barrel, complete with 

rubber O-ring and polygonal bore profile to form the basis for 

achieving superb accuracy.  HK’s O-ring polygonal barrel design is well known by 

military, law enforcement and civilian shooters everywhere, delivering bullseye 
accuracy round after round. The O-ring has a significant effect on accuracy 

and lasts in excess of 20,000 rounds. Replacement is accomplished without tools, 

in just seconds. Next, we added an adjustable trigger stop to further increase 

the capability of this very exceptional 

handgun. The use of an oversized trig-

ger guard in combination with the 

fiber-reinforced polymer frame allows 

for optimal positioning of the shooter’s 

hands and trigger finger, even when wear-

ing gloves. No tactical pistol is complete without 

target sights and the USP Tactical is no exception. 

Target sights use precise micrometer type adjustments 
for windage and elevation. The standard proprietary mounting 

rail accepts a full complement of shooting accessories from lights 

to lasers. The USP Tactical is built for a rugged, 

dependable, lifetime of service. It gives a competi-

tive edge to even the most experienced shooter in 

terms of accuracy and reliability.

 
   Magazine    Weight  Sight   Barrel Overall 
 Model Caliber Capacity Sights Width Height (w/o magazine) Radius   Length   Length    MSRP

 USP45 Tactical .45 ACP 12 Adjustable 1.26ʺ 5.90ʺ 1.90 lb. 6.34ʺ 5.09ʺ 8.64ʺ $1115

 USP40 Tactical .40 S&W 13 Adjustable 1.26ʺ 5.70ʺ 1.90 lb. 6.34ʺ 4.90ʺ 8.64ʺ $1019

USP Tactical™ Features:

■  Threaded O-ring barrel with polygonal 
bore profile.

■  Target sights with micrometer 
adjustments for windage and elevation. 

■  Adjustable trigger stop.

■  Corrosion resistant “Hostile 
Environment” Nitro Carburized finish.

■  Corrosion proof fiber-reinforced 
polymer frame.

■  Oversized trigger guard.

■  Proprietary mounting grooves to 
accommodate accessory installation. 

■  Ambidextrous magazine release.

■  Extended slide release lever.

■  Patented Lock-Out™ safety device.

Polygonal Barrel with O-ring

Sight Adjustable for 
Windage and Elevation

USP45 TACTICAL™ 
.45 ACP

USP TACTICAL™ 
.45 ACP

USP Tactical

The Heckler & Koch LEM (Law Enforcement Modifi cation) trigger system variant is now 

available in all models of USP.  It combines the safety and reliability of a traditional double 

action with the smoothness and accuracy of a single action pistol. The innovative two-piece 

hammer provides a positive 7.5 to 8.5* pound break point. The short trigger reset ensures 

that follow up shots are rapid and on target.

*4.5–5.5 pound pull weight also available.

High capacity magazines are not available in all states.
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MARK 23
.45 ACP

 
   Magazine    Weight  Sight   Barrel Overall 
 Model Caliber Capacity Sights Width Height (w/o magazine) Radius   Length   Length    MSRP

 Mark 23 .45 ACP 12 3-dot 1.53ʺ 5.90ʺ 2.42 lb. 7.76ʺ 5.87ʺ 9.65ʺ $2412

Built at the specific request of the U.S. Special Operations Command for 

some of America’s most elite military units (Navy SEALs, Army Special 

Forces), the Heckler & Koch Mark 23 pistol is a marvel of modern technology 
and achievement. Built on a full frame .45 ACP action, the Mark 23 needed 

to meet all of the standard military requirements for reliability, func-

tion and endurance and had to meet one additional requirement—match-grade pistol 
accuracy , equal to or better than custom-built match pistols costing 

significantly more money. The MK 23 exceeded every require-
ment and it became the first .45 ACP pistol to be purchased by the 

American military service since the introduction of the Government 

1911A1. Named the Mark 23 for civilian use, it is nearly identical in 

every feature to its military counterpart.

P7M8™ 
9mm

P7M8 Features:

■  Fluted chamber aids in extraction.

■  All steel construction.

■  Fixed barrel.

■  Trigger guard heat shield.

■  Ambidextrous magazine release.

■  “Squeeze Cocking Lever” allows for total, 
safe, ambidextrous function. 

■  Single stack magazine.

■  Smaller, ergonomic grip styling.

Mark 23 Features:

■  Threaded O-ring barrel with polygonal bore.

■  Frame mounted decocking lever and 
separate ambidextrous safety lever.

■  Special maritime surface coating.

■  Corrosion proof fiber-reinforced 
polymer frame.

■  Oversized trigger guard.

■  Ambidextrous magazine release lever.

■  Extended slide release.

■  Patented Lock-Out™ safety device.

■  Mounting grooves to accommodate 
accessory installation.

Classic. Functional. Original. Certainly these adjectives help describe one of the most 

unique pistols available on the market today, but now out of  production and limited to units 

now on dealer shelves. Made from high strength steel, the P7M8 is ideally suited for con-

cealed carry, either as a back-up or as a primary firearm. This extremely compact pistol once 

again demonstrates the innovative technology built into every HK product. Beginning with its 

low profile styling and single stack magazine, the P7M8 is one of the most comfort-
able handguns you will ever fire. But what really separates this 9mm action from standard 

autoloading pistols is its unique Squeeze Cocking Lever. Safely carried 

with a round in the chamber, the P7M8 can only be fired by the squeezing 

of the shooter’s fingers around the grip. If the grip around the cock-
ing lever is released, the P7M8 immediately decocks and the gun 
returns to the safe mode. Internally, the P7M8 demonstrates its unique-

ness as well. The gas system is used to slow the slide’s movement during 

firing and completely eliminates the need for a conventional locking action 

or heavy slide. Available only in 9mm with a superbly accurate fixed 4” 

barrel, the P7M8’s low recoil makes this pistol the perfect match for 
civilian or law enforcement use.

Match-Grade Pistol Accuracy

High Profile Target Sights

P7M8Mark 23
LIMITED AVAILABILITY OUT OF PRODUCTION/LIMITED AVAILABILITY

 
   Magazine    Weight  Sight   Barrel Overall 
 Model Caliber Capacity Sights Width Height (w/o magazine) Radius   Length   Length    MSRP

 P7M8 9mm 8 3-dot 1.14ʺ 5.10ʺ 1.72 lb. 5.83ʺ 4.13ʺ 6.73ʺ $1515

High capacity magazines are not available in all states. High capacity magazines are not available in all states.
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Nylon Pistol Cases 
(gray, black, or camouflage)

Cleaning Kit
(available for pistol, rifle, and shotguns)P7M8 

Magazine

Extended 
Magazine 
Floorplate

Flat 
Magazine
Floorplate

Magazine Loaders

Mark 23 and USP .45 Magazines

USP 9mm, .40 & .357 SIG Magazines

USP Compact  & P2000 Magazines 

Magazine Clamp
(for USC & SL8-1, 

shown on USC magazines)

USC Magazine 

SL8-1 
Magazine 

Accessory Sights for USP, 
USP Compact, P7 & P2000 Pistols

USP Sight Pusher

Cheekpiece SpacersSL8-1 Buttstock Spacers

P7 Cleaning 
Tools

Adjustable
Sight Set

Thread 
Protectors
& O-rings

BA-6 Laser AimerM6 Illuminator

UTL 
Tactical Carry Pouch

UTL Mark II
(universal tactical light)

UTL Switch Cord

HK Lock-out Devices 
& Key (for USP type 
pistols and Mark 23) Ambidextrous Control 

Levers for USP Type Pistols 
HK Multitool Picatinny Rails (for SL8-1, USC)

Bipod for 
G36 Forearm
(Fits SL8-1)

SL8-1 Carry Handle
with Optical Sight 

Short Receiver Picatinny Rail (Fits SL8-1)

G36 Forearm (Fits SL8-1) SL8-1 & USC Sling

To order accessories, fine apparel, collectibles, and other items of interest visit our web site at: www.hk-usa.com

NOTE: Not all accessories are shown, please contact 
Heckler & Koch for more details and a complete price list.

ACCESSORIES

KAC Vertical 
Foregrip

Color Frame Pistols

For 2005, Heckler & Koch is offering color 

frame variations of select pistol mod-

els—the USP, USP Compact, USP Tactical 

and the Mark 23. Functionally identical 
to their black-framed counterparts, the 

Desert Tan, Green and Gray frames offer 

a unique alternative especially suited for 

desert, jungle or urban environments. Each 

color frame model is protected with a super 

tough, matte black Hostile Environment 
fi nish on all metal parts. Color frame guns 

come complete with all accessories typical-

ly included with the models, plus a match-
ing nylon carrying case.

LIMITED EDITION

www.hk-usa.com16

MARK 23

USP TACTICAL

USP COMPACT

Available models and colors

Finish Model
Gray USP 45

Gray USP 40 Compact

Green USP 45

Green USP 40

Green USP 40 Compact

Green USP 45 Tactical

Tan USP 45

Tan USP 40

Tan USP 40 Compact

Tan USP 45 Tactical

Tan Mark 23

Same MSRP as black 
frame models.
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Introducing HK Knives

There is no better accessory in the world that reflects and demonstrates the unique 

qualities of a world-renowned HK firearm than does one of our new Heckler & Koch 

knives. These new, proprietary knife designs promise cutting-edge Heckler & Koch 

looks and functionality and deliver the extreme 
durability and performance expected from 

the brand.

The complete line of HK knives was designed 

with the help of Mike Snody, not only a  

recognized custom knife maker, but a noted 

Heckler & Koch firearms enthusiast as well. 

HK Knives are made to the same exacting and 

uncompromising standards as the firearms 

we produce, both for demanding shooters and 

for elite military and police units worldwide.  

HK has proudly teamed with Benchmade®, one 

of the world’s most innovative knife manufac-

turers, in designing and manufacturing these fine knives.  As a result of this  

partnership, you’ll find that each knife in our line represents the ultimate in quality, 
reliability and functionality—attributes that are unmistakably Heckler & Koch. 

HK Knives
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HK50 Tactical 
Fixed Blade 

Foremost among the 
features of this new Tactical 
Fixed Blade is its commanding 5.0’’ drop point 
blade.  Featuring a 60/40-combo-edge formed from 440C high 
chromium stainless steel, the HK50’s blade is protected by a 
durable, non-reflective black Xylan® blade coating that 
exceeds ASTM-117 specifications for saltwater 
corrosion resistance. 

The tactical form and function of this knife is enhanced 
through the creation of the grip handle as well.  
Machined of G10, an extremely durable multi-layer composite 
impervious to liquids or climatic change, the unique texture of the 
scales provides a glue-like grip in any environment. 
Overall-length: 9.9”.

features of this new Tactical 
commanding 5.0’’ drop point 

  Featuring a 60/40-combo-edge formed from 440C high 
chromium stainless steel, the HK50’s blade is protected by a 

multi-layer composite Includes ambidextrous, 

reinforced Cordura® 

nylon belt sheath.

HK30 Liner Lock

This may be the ultimate carry knife—light, agile, 
reliable, easy to open—with a high degree of 

tactical form and function that echoes a Heckler 
& Koch heritage. The new HK30 Liner Lock fea-
tures a 2.97’’ recurve blade made of N690 Austrian 
stainless steel, chosen for durability and supe-
rior edge retention. Anchoring the blade is a 
black ZytelTM, nylon resin overlay handle, which 
simultaneously provides heavy texture on the 

bolster area and a scalloped pattern on the remainder, offering an 
enhanced grip. Overall length: 6.84”.

HK Knives

HK36 Tactical Fixed Blade

The new HK36 Tactical Fixed Blade 
features a distinctive 3.62’’ recurve 

blade constructed of 440C stainless 
steel offering high performance 
edge retention and excellent 

corrosion resistance. A unique three-
hole pattern on the blade, thumb grooves 

on the blade spine, hollow ground main 
bevel with false edge, and black ZytelTM, 
custom handle provide superior 
functionality and a look that 
is unmistakably Heckler & Koch. 
Overall length: 7.62”.

HK36 Tactical Fixed Blade

The new HK36 Tactical Fixed Blade 
features a distinctive 3.62’’ recurve 

blade constructed of 440C stainless 
steel offering 
edge retention

corrosion resistance. A unique three-
hole pattern on the blade, thumb grooves 

on the blade spine, hollow ground main 

Includes ZytelTM 

nylon-resin 

ambidextrous 

belt sheath. 

Fixed Blade

 Model Blade Style Blade Length Blade Thickness Blade Material Overall Length Weight MSRP

 HK50XDBC Drop Point, Combo Edge, Black 5.0” .150” Xylan  Coated 440C 9.9” 8.4 oz. $197.95 

 HK36XRP Recurve, Plain Edge 3.62” .150” 440C 7.62” 4.3 oz. $149.95 

Liner Lock Folder

 Model Blade Style Blade Length Blade Thickness Blade Material Overall Length Weight MSRP

 HK30FRP Recurve, Plain Edge 2.97” .146” N690 6.84” 3.5 oz. $109.95            

 HK30FRC Recurve, Combo Edge 2.97” .146” N690 6.84” 3.5 oz.  $109.95

HK34 AXISTM Tactical Folder
HK34 AXISTM Auto 

Designed around Benchmade’s patented 
AXISTM locking mechanism, an ingenious creation 
touted as quite possibly “the strongest folding lock ever,” 
this ultra rugged tactical folder offers all-out, no com-
promise performance and utility.  Its unique lock-
ing mechanism is not only extremely tough, but 
it also makes for one of the smoothest opening 
folders in in existence. The 3.4’’ blade is constructed of 
154CM, an American made premium grade stainless steel known 
for good corrosion resistance and noted for its ruggedness and edge-holding quality. 
Available in numerous blade styles and finishes to accommodate individuals’ tasks and tastes, including 
the advanced HK34 AXISTM Auto (auto opener), these folders all feature a cast aluminum handle with 
scalloped, tactile over-mold for an enhanced grip and exceptional durability. A removable, reversible, 
black metal pocket clip offers the choice of left or right side clip mounting. Overall length: 8.19’’.

 Model Blade Style Blade Length Blade Thickness Blade Material Overall Length Weight  MSRP

AXISTM  Folder

 HK34FDP Drop Point, Plain Edge 3.4” .150” 154CM 8.19” 5.6 oz. $219.95 

 HK34FDC Drop Point, Combo Edge  3.4” .150” 154CM 8.19” 5.6 oz. $219.95 

 HK34FDCB Drop Point, Plain Edge, Black 3.4” .150” Xylan   Coated 154CM 8.19” 5.6 oz $219.95 

 HK34FTP Tanto, Plain Edge 3.4”  .150” 154CM 8.19” 5.6 oz. $219.95 

 HK34FTC Tanto, Combo Edge  3.4” .150” 154CM 8.19” 5.6 oz. $219.95 

 HK34FTCB Tanto,, Combo Edge, Black 3.4” .150” Xylan  Coated 154CM 8.19” 5.6 oz. $219.95 

AXISTM Auto (Military & Law Enforcement Only)

 HK34ATCB Tanto, Combo Edge, Black 3.4” .150” Xylan  Coated 154CM 8.19” 5.6 oz. $257.99 

 HK34ADCB Drop Point, Combo Edge, Black 3.4” .150” Xylan  Coated 154CM 8.19” 5.6 oz. $257.99 

HK30 Liner Lock

This may be the ultimate carry knife—light, agile, 
reliable, easy to open—with a high degree of 

tactical form and function
& Koch heritage. The new HK30 Liner Lock fea-
tures a 2.97’’ recurve blade made of N690 Austrian 
stainless steel, chosen for 
rior edge retention.
black Zytel
simultaneously provides heavy texture on the 

bolster area and a scalloped pattern on the remainder, offering an 

& Koch heritage. The new HK30 Liner Lock fea-

Includes a removable, black 

metal pocket clip for secure, 

concealed carry.

 locking mechanism, an ingenious creation 
touted as quite possibly “the strongest folding lock ever,” 

 tactical folder offers all-out, no com-
promise performance and utility.  Its unique lock-
ing mechanism is not only extremely tough, but 

folders in in existence. The 3.4’’ blade is constructed of 
premium grade stainless steel known 

for good corrosion resistance and noted for its ruggedness and edge-holding quality. 
Available in numerous blade styles and finishes to accommodate individuals’ tasks and tastes, including 

®

®

®

®

®

®
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Body

• Heavy 12 gauge Steel

• Unibody Construction

• Predrilled Bottom for Bolting to Floor

• Predrilled Dehumidifier Hole

High Security Door

• 1” Double Walled Steel 
Composite Door

• 1” Active Locking Bolts

• High Security Type 1 Electronic Lock

• Sure Fire Multiple Re-lockers

• 5 Spoke Handle

• All Chrome Hardware

• Custom Pin Striping

Luxury Interior

• Gray Plush Velour Lined Shelving

• Black Oak Trimmed Shelving

• Fully Adjustable Design

• Easy-Out Gun Rack

• Upholstered Inside Walls

• Upholstered Door Panel

Certified Fire Protection

• ETL Verified 1200° F. for 40 Minutes

• 2 Layers UL Listed 5/8” Liner on all 
Six Walls / Door

• Heat Activated Door Seal

Other Standard Features

• Lifetime No-Cost Warranty 
(see website for details)

• High Gloss / Metallic Jet Black 
Exterior

• Beveled Corners

• Electric Dehumidifier

Gun Safes

The new HK gun safes provide the highest 

level of security, fire protection and peace of 

mind for the owner. Each of these safes is 

carefully constructed to the highest industry 

standards. All safes feature a Type 1 elec-

tronic lock as standard, providing more secu-

rity than any type of mechanical lock. HK 

safes are built to last, while providing classi-

cally styled and supremely secure 

storage options.

Our safes feature beveled exterior corners 

for additional strength and rigidity and an 

impressive 12-step paint process for a black 

gloss finish that rivals the finest luxury cars.  

The deluxe gray interior is trimmed in black 

wood and can be configured to meet 

different storage needs.

Fire Protection

Heckler & Koch Inc. safes, like all other home security safes, 

are not fireproof--they are fire resistant. These safes are built 

using the finest materials strategically placed for maximum 
fire resistant performance, which we then test and verify 

at Intertek, ETL SEMCO division—one of the world’s leading 

independent testing authorities.  

HK Gun Safes

 Model Dimensions (HxWxD) Weight Capacity MSRP

 HK23 60" x 30" x 24" 620 lbs. 12-24 Rifles/Shotguns $1545 + freight 

 HK35 72" x 36" x 24" 900 lbs. 16-32 Rifles/Shotguns $1795 + freight 

HK23

UL-Listed Burglary Protection

Every Heckler & Koch safe exceeds the standards established 

by Underwriters Laboratories, the best-known consumer 

protection organization in the world. Our safes are put through 

a rigorous series of tests, including structural assaults and an 

attempt by professionals to pick the locks. We consistently 
exceed standards for these stringent tests. Further, we 

utilize the Type 1 High Security electronic lock. It’s the most 
secure system currently available for home security safes.

HK safes are fire-tested utilizing a rapid ramp-up testing method 

that brings temperatures in the test oven to 1200-degrees F 

in just 10 minutes, assuring maximum test temperatures 

for a longer duration.

HK35

HK35
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HK is a registered trademark of Heckler & Koch Inc.

P2000 SK, P2000, USP, USP Compact, USP Compact 
LEM, USP Expert, USP Elite, USP Tactical, P7M8 and 
Lock-Out are trademarks of Heckler & Koch, GmbH.

Firearms safety is your responsibility.  
Read and follow all safety information  
contained in the owners manual.  
Store all firearms in a secure location.  
Keep firearms away from children.

Heckler & Koch Inc.

Heckler and Koch Inc. is the sole importer of HK and HKJS branded products in the 
United States and it is the exclusive distributor for technologically advanced firearms for 
state and local law enforcement and the sporting markets.

For the location of your nearest HK authorized dealer or more information on HK’s  
full line of products and services for the sportsman, state and local law enforcement  
professionals, (qualified law enforcement inquires only) contact HK Inc. at:  
Telephone (703) 450-1900 • Fax (703) 450-0721. Or visit our web site at www.hk-usa.com

Warranty

Heckler & Koch firearms sold to individuals carry a Limited, Lifetime Warranty.  
See the HK Owners Manual for details.

Heckler & Koch firearms sold to military and law enforcement organizations carry  
a Lifetime Limited Warranty. See the HK Owners Manual for details. 

Heckler & Koch knives carry the Benchmade®  Lifetime Limited Warranty. See Owners 
Manual for details.

HK Inc. and HKJS GmbH are wholly owned subsidiaries of Suhler Jagd-und Sportwaffen Holding GmbH and the sole licensees of Heckler & Koch commercial firearms technology.


